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Haaeeehusette lmtitute 01 Technology 

The amstuction and performance of 12’ x 12’ flesh 
ehemben used in a 340 to” neutrino detector under 
construction at Fermilab is described. The flesh chamben 
s~ply digital information with e spatial resolution of O.Z”, 
and e.re used to finely sample the shower developmmt 01 the 
reaction products of neutrino interactions. The flesh 
chamben erc easy end inexpasive (0 tuild end ere 
electronically read out. 

lntroduetlon 

The central problem in building B neutrino detector ip 
to instrument a lerge mess with e line grainsampling of the 
firal state shower to achieve good spatial resolution and a 
high pattern recognition cepebility. Several techniques have 
been recently developed which address thk problem. Each 
technique is a different compmmise of cost. spatial resole- 
fion, shower sampling step and technolo$ceI complexity. 
The flesh chamber is e simple, “low tech”:iogy” imtrument 
which ecltieves good spatial resolution. Because 01 its low 
cost. the flash chamber may be used to make e line grain 
calorimeter with excellent pattern recognition cepebility 
end good energy end angle re$olution. Hence the flash 
chamber is e good imtrument to employ in e large neuuino 
detector. 

Recently Conversi end coworkem’ have develop& a 
simple and inexpensive method of castructing flesh 
chambers. A sheet of polypropylene plastic extruded in e 
honeycomb shape with 0.20” x 0.23” (5.0 mm x 5.8 mm) 
rectangular ceh is fitted with gas msnifol& which allow B 
pure Ne-He gee mixture to be maintained imide the cells. 
High voltage electrodes are glued to both rider of the 
polypmpylene sheet. When e charged particle 01 interest 
traverses the poIypcopyle”e sheet, the high voltage electric 
field is applied thereby creating e plasma discharge in the 
cell which iad bee” traversed by the particle. This plesms 
discharge pmpegates down the full length of the t-lash 
chamber to II region new the garr menifol& where it may be 
read out electronically or optically. 

Thih report will describe the construction end 
p&orinmCe of 12’ x 12’ (3.7 m x 3.7 m flesh chambcn 
which are being built for the F&MN (Fermilat&liT-MSU- 
NIU) collaboration et FNAL. The low cost and simplicity of 
the flesh chamber hes made it feasible to cwstuzt a Large 
340 metric to” calorimeter cowisting of more then 500 flesh 
champer planes. This allows e find grained sampling (3.61 
g/cm 1 of the showers fmm high ene%y neutrino 
interactions. The calorimeter is presently under mn- 
struction and will for the first eqeriments be used to study 
v,,nucleon deep inellutic scatteri”% via the week neutfal 
cuirent in the narrow band beam ena v,-e elastic scetterurg 
in the wide band beam. 

Constroetlon of Flesh Chambers 

The fkh dwnbers me built in 3 different views I-i, Y 
end U, which have cells O’, .90°, and 100’ respectively with 
mpect to the horizontal plane. Each chamber is 
constructed from three 4’ (1.22 m) wide black polypmpvlene 
sheets to form a tote1 chamber sensitive area of Lr*.x 12’ 
oorreepcadi~ to roughly 635 cells. The three po1)pnpylrr.e 
sheets are lestened togather by mylar tape to :YV-::t 
sparking through the seams between polylmpylene skeets. 
Aluminum foils, 5 mill ?ick end 36” wide by 14’ lcng ue 
glued with a water bBIe latex conwet ;:ue ?1) !:e poly- 
propylene to form the HV electrodes. The e.iu.:rir.um foils 
M 0verlepQed by 3” and are fastened together by 
W”d”Cth ebNti”,,t” UP*. The Hi’ electrodes are c”t back 
12” from the gas me”ifOti to quench the plesma diichsrge 
before it reeches the gee manifolds thereby eliminating cell- 
to-cell cross telk. 

The gee manifolds are made by welding he”sluce”t 
po5rpmpylene strips around the ends of each 4’ wide 
polypmpylene sheet. The ends of the translucent poly- 
pmpylene e!e fused together by heat to complete the gas 
seaL A polypropylene tube with 40 mil diameter holes every 
2” along its length is imerted in each gee manif.?!d to evenly 
dintribute the gas within the polypropylene sheer. 

The use of a welded polypropylene co~txctio” avoids 
the outgnssi”g and mwertain strength 01 adhesive bonding to 
polypropylene and thus circumventi a major construction 
dllllcolty. We have refined this sealing method 50 that is is 
very rapid to execute, end produces e reliable ges seal. 

Standard 90% NeiO% He gee with M quenche- is 
wed in the chambers. The gas flom fmm the reed out 
regio” through the chemben et a rete of 1.5% chambe:s 
volume/min. and is continuously purified end recirculated by 
e two rieve gas purification system. 

Pig. 1 showa the construction 01 en X chamber. (The Y 
e”d V chamber construction ir quite similar.) The ehembers 
EO” be constructed by w&idled labor using B knife, so1derir.g 
gun, phtic welden, glue and tape. 
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FLASH I?IPI~ OON- X VIEW 

Fig. 1 COmtruction of 812 X chamber. 

The Hi& Voltxze Pulsiw Svstem 

To achieve good efficiency independent of location on 
the chambers, the high voltage pu!z must have a rise time 
10% to 90% full amplitude of - SU met over the entire 
chamber area end have a duration of approximately SO0 mee 
et e voltage of 5 kV. The HV rise time is critical in 
initiating the plesma discharge. Measurements indicate that 
the chamber efficiency is degraded by 14% if the high 
voltage pulse rise time b increased tmm 40 nanoseconds to 
100 nanoseconds. The duration of the HV pulse is critical in 
sustainii the plasma discharge long enough for it to 
propagate down the cell to the readout section. The plasma 
pmpagates down the polypropylene cell at a speed which 
depends slowly ~1 the high voltage. For 5 kV across the 
polypmpyiene the pmgation speed is roughly 10 nano- 
seconds/root. 

Figure 2a shows the linear dbtance vhiius time 
relation for plasma propagation generated by e s-+3ce high 
voltage pulse. Figure 2b shows the more complex distance 
time relation for the actual high voltage p&e used on the 
flesh chamben. The higher propagation speed at the onset 
of the discharge corresponds to the fast spike at the 
begirming of the high voltage pulse. 

The HV pulse is pmduced by B pulse forming network 
(PFN) of e charecteristic impedence of 5 R. Each chamber 
is equipped with its own PFN. A trixered spark gap, which 
employee a spark plug (Champion L-20 V), ectz es the 
switching element of the PFN. The spark gap~is operated in 
dry N2 gas et atmospheric pressure. 

The capacitance of the PFN is distributed in 3 
locations with more capacitance in the first stage to irowe 
gmd rise time. Figure 3 shows the PFN circuit. The 
capaciton for the first stage of the PFN are six of the 
standard “door knob” type rated et 15 kV -6.5 nf. These ere 
mounted in paraUe1. The middle and lest stages employ 30 
nf mica capacitors. The inductors are smell coils of ignition 
cable and tave L -0.4141. The 3.3 II resistnnce in series 
with the second inductor damps the after ringing of the HV 
pl!Se. The hsh chamber capacitance is roughly 30 
nanoferads. A tflicel HV p&e Ls shown in Fig. 3. 

The HV p&e is fed into the chamber by 8 30” wide HV 
tongue at one corner of the chamber and is terminated with 
two-10 R/2 Watt carbon resistors in parallel on the opposite 
side of the chamber. No significant variations of the high 
VOlhge puke shape k observed et different lacetions on the 
chamber. 

Fig. 2a 
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Pig. 3 The PEN circuit end a typical HV pulse. 
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TIM Read out System 

The flesh chambers ere reed cut by using 
megnetostrlctive wire techniques to detect the current pulse 
induced by the plasma discharge in (1 struck cell. The 
current pulse is induced on 0.118” (3 mm) wide copper strips 
roughly 20” (508 mm) long glued to the outside surfsce near 
Ue end of each polypmpylne ceil. These copper strips ere 
connected to the chamber ground plane and form e set of 
capacitors (one for each polypropylene c&with the 
chamber hot plane which acts B the other electrode. Each 
strip capacitor has the value of 3 picofarads. The plasma 
discharge, after pmpogating down the 12’ long cell ceusee 
the capacitance formed between the copper readout strip 
end the hot electrode to change. This inducu I! roughly 0.5 
A current pulse to flow through the copper strips to ground. 
The copper strips erc made by photoetching copper cled 
mylar sheets with the eppmpriate cell-to-cell spacing. On 
the photoetched mylar, each strip ir connected to e ground 
bus vie e “sense” wire. 

A 5 x 12 mii Remcndur 27 megnetostrictive (ma.) Wire 
h layed over the sense wire region. The current pulse from 
e struck cell launches an acoustic pulse down the m-s. wire. 
The acoustic pllre pmpogetee et roughly 5000 m/$ec, 
corresponding to a 1 usea separation for adjacent hit celL 
in the polypropylene. The chamber ground plane is made to 
lie over the photoetched stripe insulated by a layer of 5 mm 
thick polypropylene. The polypropylene &a reduces the 
shunt capacitance between the copper strips end the gmund 
pk”le. Fig. 4 shows e schematic diagram of this 
COnStrUCtiOn. 

Fig. 4 Corutrucrion of the readout section. 

With the chamber operating in the plateau region, this 
plasma induced current pulse is roughly 5 timep larger than 
the current pulse induced on the copper strips when there ir 
no pIaxle. To reduce the unwanted capacitance pickup 
when there is no plasma in e given cell, e type of A C bridge 
Is made which balances the current through the sense wires. 
The bridge is produced by e I:1 inverting cable transformer 
connected to the hot electrode of the chamber. The 
inverting transformer applie3 en opposite polarity pulse to e 
2” wide aluminum “bucking strip” layed perpendicularly 
ecross eU of the 0.118” copper strips. (See Fig. 4). The 

pubs on the bucking strip is optimized by resistance R et 
ite input end resbtance R 
unwanted capacitive pieku a 

at its output. Thin reduces’the 
by (I factor of 3 to 4. Since the 

operation 01 the bucking circuit Is determined by geometry, 
no individual tuning is necessary. In Fig. 5 ere shown typical 
pubes fmm the megnetostrictive amplifier with the bucking 
turned off end turned on. A typical signal to background 
ratio of 1O:l to 2O:l is eChieVcd when the bucking circuit is 
properly tuned. 
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Fig. Se l&ical pllsee from the wand amplifier withaul 
and with the bucking. 
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Fig. 5b The signal amplitude and the backgrounc 
amplitude vs. the high voltage. 

The megnetostrictive wire is held in e 10 mil deep groove in 
e lcng extruded aluminum bar (wend). Teflon tape isolates 
the ms.. wire from the extruded aluminum bar end from the 
atmosphere. Dry N ir flowed in the teflon tape bag to 
prevent the me. wir% from corroding. A solenoidal corl is 
wound around the entire length of the wand to periodicaUy 
magnetize the t-n=. wire. We found that there Ls en 
optimum megnetization of the m.s. wire which minimizeS 
dispersion, end limits the attenuation of the acoustic pukes 
down 6’ of wend to lea then 20%. 
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Amptifien with B pin of _ 10’ at each end of the 
wend provide the enalogue si&vals for the readout system. 
Fig. 6 shows the wand construction. 

MAGNETDSTRICIX’E WAND 

Fig. 6 The m~netostrictive wand cvrutrecdon. 

Three fiducials, one et each end and one at the middle 
of the chamber alibrate the wand. Typical pulse 
amplitudes from the flash chamber are 100 to 200 mV. The 
UZB of two amplifiers per wand limits the number of ceUs to 
366 which must be m&tared per amplifier. 

Testa have shown that the photoetched pattern readout 
region is less efficient that the rest of the chamber by the 
geometric factor of 0.118/0.20 _ 0.60. Apparently the E 
field in the uncovered region between the copper strips is 
Imuflicient to efficiently start the plasma discharge. Thi 
inefficiency presents no pmblem since the readout section ir. 
placed outside ol this 12’ x 12’ chamber sensitive erea. 

Each wand amplifier feeds a discriminator circuit 
which in turn clock SignaL? into a 1024 x I memory. The 
discriminator threshold is pmgxmmed with an exponentially 
decreasing value to compensate for the 20% attenuation of 
signals from the middle fiducial regions. The clocking of the 
memory advances at B frequency such that 2+ E( his a small 
number) cants occur per microsecond. Hence the 1024 x 1 
memory allows slightly more than one half of the number of 
cells in a given flash &amber to be digitized by a given 
amptifierdiwriminatarmemory board. The use of tii 
clock frequency avoids synchronization problems and 
ambiguitim caused by slight variatian$ in the cell 
separation. 

The memory boards are read out by an asynchronous 
into CAMAC to e PDP-11 computer. Fig. 7 is a block die- 
gram of the read out system. 

Construction Cost 

A flash chamber plane can be built by an unskilled 
labw crew of 5 at a rate of rou$dy 3 per S-hour day. The 
cost of one flash chamber plane is roughly 3400 parts and 
labor for the flash chamber plane, $100 Car the wand end 
amplifien end roughly $100 for the PFN high voltage puking 
system. We have set up a smell factory and expect to finish 
the construction of the entire 600 Slash chamber planes in 
ebcut 7 months. To date we have produced roughly 200 
completed flesh chamber planes. 

Pig. 7 Block diagram of the readout system. 

Chamber Perlwnence 

We have tested 40 chamben with cosmic raya. Here 
we will describe the Qpicnl behavior of the 40 Chambers. 
Typical data for these tests were taken from cosmic ray 
““on tracks through 16 chambers such as those shown il 
Fig. 8. 
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Fig. 3 Cosmic ray muon tracki through 16 chambers (I 
tltodule). 

The high voltage characteri?tics for 4 chambers 
forming a U-X-Y-X unit are shown in Fig. 9. Potted in the 
same figure is the average multiplicity of hit celb per 
trigger. We see that from 3.75 kV to 5 kV all chambers 
follow the same amve and reach a plateau at an efficiency 
of 90%. Roughly half of the 10% inefficiency is due to the 
iMer well thickness which separates individual cell. The 
remaining 5% inefficiency iF thought to be due to 
recombination of the initial ionization electrons and 
sweeping of these electrons by the HV pulse before the 
avalance mechanism begim. The multiplicity per triser is 
* slowly increasig curve. 

The uniformity of the high voltage response of n 
chamber has been tested by measuring the HV plateau aI en 
X chamber et various locations. The results of this study 
show that the chamber is uniformaily efficient over the 
entire 12’ x 12’senritive area at a high voltage ~3.75 kV. 

The operating range of the dhcriminatot hes been 
iovertigated. On the plateau, there is a discriminator level 



range of roughly tSO%, where the chamber is efficiat and 
where the average multiplicity and the percentege of 

negative gas impurity in the NcHe chamber gas may 
ShOrtM thb reeorcry the, but care must be taken not tc 

adjacent double hits is well behaved. Fig. 10 shorn a typical significantly shorten the chamber sensitivity time. (WC 
discriminator curve. have not yet studied the use of quenching agents in the gas.) 
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~jg. 10 Typical discriminator Curve. 

The chamber efficiency versus delay is shown in Fig. 
11 for various gas f-h.4 rates. We see thst the chamber 
sensitive time may be adjusted by varying the gas flow rate. 
Delays of roughly 600 ~ec can be tolerated with a small Imr 
of efiiciency (9.6% at a rate of -X%1 11~8~) at a chamber 
ges flow of 1.5% vol./min. Higher glts flows can extend the 
efficient regicm to longer sensitive times. 

The recovery time of the flash chambers has been 
investigated by refiring the high voltage @se after a 
variable delay time and measuring the pmbability for the 
struck cells of the initial event to reignite. The recovery 
time measured BS a reignition probability versus delay is 
shown in Fig. 12. We see that the flash chambers are 
limited to only I event every 2 seconds. Thh rate is 
adequate for measuremenU in the FNAL neutrino beem 
which is pulsed once every 10 seconds. A smell eleetro- 
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Fit. 11 The llarh chamber efficiency venu delay for 
wious now rates. 

Fig. 12 
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The reignitlon probability versus The reignitlon probability versus delay. 

Tha shower response of the flash chamber has been 
measured extensively in the test calorimeter and has bm 
nported earlier.’ Fig. 13 a and b show photographs taka 
of two typical electron shcwen and typical hadron showers 
in II 6 3 plane test calorimeter. The flash chambers in the 
test &&meter were 17” x I?“. We observe that the flash 
chamben are capable of supporting many tracks with no 
n&cable &gradation of efliciency. The high pattern 
recognition capability makes electromagnetic showers easily 
distinguishable from hadronic showen. We wish to varify 
tht tbb excellent shower response is maintained in the full 
size fkh earnben with the subsequently developed 
electronic readout. 

A typical wand cutput for a cosmic ray shawer is 
shown in Fig. 14. We see that the adjacent cells are ensily 
separated. Fig. 15 is a computer reconstruction ol the x 
view of a large shower in one module (16 chambers) 01 the 
calorimeter. Individual tracks are easily distinguished. 
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Fig. 13a Typical electron showers in the tat cslorimster. 
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Fig. 13b Typical hadron showers in the test calorimeter. 
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Fig. 14 The wand amplifier output for B massive shower. 
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Fig. 15 Computers display of 8 X chrmben responding to 
e Large shower. 

To measure UC multitrack efficiency of the chambers, 
the attptc of one wand amplifier W.S fed simultaneously 
into 8 different dkuximinaton. Fig. 16 shorn the fraction 
of hit ceIl¶ 1-t for a fixed diwriminator setting versus the 
number of hit cells in one flash chamber plane. We see ihat 
up to 100 hits per plane m8.y be read out without lors of 
efficiency. Higher multip:icity showers hvr LL slowly 
decreasing efficienq and even for truely masrivc jhowcrs of 
400 hits per plane, only 23% of the total number of hit cells 
are I&. A typical ZOO GeV hadmn shoyer w!;1 give no more 
than 60 hit cell? et the shower maximum, PA: thus there is a 
large safety margin. The number of hit cells at the shower 
meximum is expected to rLse slowly, SO that even at 1 Tev 
Wtsre - 100 flash chamber C&Y ase enwcted to be hit in 
the shower maximum, shown will be ditected with a high 
efficiency. 
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Fig. 16 The fraction of hit cell which are below B fixed 
dLcriminator setting venu the number of hit 
ceU in the flash chamber plane. 
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Flesh Chamber Celorimetry 

The flash chamber b a digital device. Hence to obtain 
good energy and angle measurements, the flash chamben 
must be deployed with e Ctoe granularity. The flesh 
chambers can measure the energy flow direction of ashower 
and ceo determine Vie energy of the shower by counting the 
total number of celb which are hit. Furthermore, the 
pattern? of the shower development can be used to 
distinguish hadronic from electromegnetic showers. Here 
we apply some additional higher energy measurementi of the 
test celorimeter’to the calorimeter under construction in 
the FMMN experiment to predict the resulting energy and 
engultr resolutions for eledmn and hadron showul. 

Fig. IT shows the overview of the eel&meter under 
eonst~-uction. Roughly 340 metric tons EM be constructed in 
the 60’ space available. A set of 3 - 24’ solid iron toroidsl 
megnets end 4 - 12’ tomida magnets located dowmbeem 
of the urlorimeter momentum analyze muons. The sensitive 
ares of the calorimeter ti 12’ x.12’. 

p8e CALDRIHETER 

-*d ad 8 

Pig. 11 The plao view of the FMMN calorimeter. 

The construction of one module b shown In Fig. 18. 
The mcdule h composed of 4 - 4” wide beams of 4 flash 
chambers each in the sequence U-X-Y-X. The flesh 
chamber are placed between layen of S/8” thick acrylic 
plastic extrusion9 filled alternatively with sand and with 
steel shot, Proportional tube planes are placed et the ends 
of the module to provide e trigger and en independent 
measure of the shower energy. Liquid scintillation counten 
are placed every 80 chsmben (5 modules) to give e high 
efficiency fast timing signal. 

+bzu.n.E OF Fwsi CHlllABER CdlORlMrnA 

Fig. 18 The details of the COtdWdiOn of one modtie Of 
the calorimeter. 

b 1.2 
The alerage sempting OK the flash chambers per view 

gfcm , corresponding to 43.6% of a radmtion 1engU 
end 6.11% of en ebsorption length. The overage distributel 
density of the calorimeter is 1.4 g/cm . The parj~cule~ 
combination of 1 plane of sand with a 3= ,1.45 g/cm and 
plane of steel she! with ^p = 3.10 g/cm grves (111 nverogc : 
of 21. This mnstruction ir e good compromise for anguln. 
resolution, energy resolution, showtr m”t@.l”me”l ml< 
neutrino event rare. 

The ergected angular resolutions for the F:.I>IP 
calorimeter are shown in Fig. 19a and 19b for clectror 
induced showen and for hadronic showers respectively 
These date are taken from the test celorimeter end s$ale< 
to the FMhlN calorimeter sampling step of 1.2 g/cm pei 
view. These resohticas arc somewhat better than thost 
reported by the CHARM CoUaboretion’at CERN. Goa 
enguiar resoiution is of extreme importance in obtainiq 
gcad revolution QI the scaling varieDled for the semi- 
leptooic weak neutral current deep inelrcitic scatterin: 
experiment and for the background discrimination in the of 
alatie sattering experiment. 

-1 

PI& 1% The expected angular resolution of electro 
showen in the FMMN calorimeter. 

The energy resolution of the calorimeter 15 determined b) 
the fluctuation of the number of, firing :clls in a given 
shower, end the energy response cwve of the calorimeter. 
All three flash chamber views may be used for the energy 
deterpination. hence the appropriate sampling step is 3.6 
g/em . 

The electron energy re$olution is shown in Fig. 20a. 
We s?e that the statistical fl ctuations 

! 
of the number of 

firing ceUs decreases es E’ , but the nonlinear energy 
response arising from the f&g of ell the chamber cells in 
the shower care mekes the resulting energy resolution 
roughly constant with energy. The estimated hedron energy 
resolution is shown in Fig. 20D. Substantial corrections far 
the leakage out the end of the test calorimeter had to be 
tp~lItd to make thir estimate. Here the energy resolution 
et low energies impz’0veS with increasing energy anti1 at high 
enough energies (- 100 Gev) the nonlinear response starts to 
degnda the energy resolution. 
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Fig. 19b The expected angular rerolutioru of hadron 
shower. 

0 10 20 30 40 
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Fig. 20a The expceted electron energy resolution. 

summery 

The flash chamber is an ineqaensivc, simple device 
which b wcU suited for accelerator neutrino physics. We 
have demcmstrated that the flash chamber has excellent 
multi track efficiency which is necessary for high energy 
hadronie cascade measurements. The electronic read cut 
scheme we have developed permits the utilization of flash 
chambers in very large arrays. The low cost and simplicity 
o? these flash rhemben make it possible to build large 
calorimeters with very fine grained shower sampliq. The 
hiti pattern recot?nition capability 01 the calorimeter should 
mak& it pwsible to explore~new &as in neutrino physics at 
TeV energies 
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Fig. POb Tbe estimated ha&on energy resolution. 
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